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Abstract

Educational problems that occur today include the low quality of education at each level of the education unit. It is due to low teacher performance. This study aimed to analyze teacher performance in the learning planning process, learning implementation, and learning evaluation. This research method is carried out using a qualitative approach research method that produces descriptive data in written or spoken words from the teachers that can be observed. The interviewing instruments are interviews, observation, and documentation. Data analysis techniques are used through data reduction, data display, and verification (concluding). Based on this study’s findings, it is concluded that the teacher’s performance in lesson planning has met the criteria that must be done in learning, learning materials, learning resources, learning media, and assessment of learning outcomes. By making the lesson plan, the teacher has carried out the lesson planning well. The teacher’s performance in implementing learning has been carried out well. It can be seen from the learning activities that have been created by the teacher in the classroom. Teacher performance in learning evaluation includes evaluating good learning outcomes by implementing structured remedial and enrichment.

1. Introduction

Development is a continuous process that covers all aspects of community life, including social, economic, political, and cultural aspects, to improve the nation’s citizens (Mulyadin, 2016; Subaryana, 2015). In the development process, the role of education is very strategic. The level of success, Indonesia’s national development relies heavily on human resources as national assets optimize and maximizes the development of all its resources (Marzuki & Basariah, 2017; Suriyansyah & Aslamiyah, 2015). These efforts can be made and pursued through education, both through formal education and non-formal education. Education is expected to form quality humans who can utilize, develop, and master Science and Technology (Warsihna, 2016; Wulandari, Sudatha, & Simamora, 2020). A national paradigm based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution must be a rational thinking concept and a pattern in developing national education development policies (Saidi, 2016; Sujana, 2019).

The educational problems currently being faced by the Indonesian people include the low quality of education at each level of the education unit (Suryana, 2020; Yayuk & Sugiyono, 2019). Research conducted by Suryana states that Indonesia’s national education is still faced with various serious challenges in equitable distribution and expansion of access, quality improvement, school structuring, and usually an improvement in education (Suryana, 2017). Currently, there are also issues regarding an inconsistent education system. The government has responded to the complexity of the problems that arise by improving national education quality. There is the procurement of books and learning tools, various training and competency improvements such as Teacher Competency Examination (UKG), Teacher Performance Assessment (PKJ), Teacher Professional Training Education (PLPG), and Teacher Professional Education in Position (PPGI), and so on, improving educational facilities and infrastructure, and quality improvement in various control indicators. Teacher training that has not contributed much, unsystematic teacher development, low work ethic will lead to sub-optimal teaching performance (Agathi Dian, Kristiantari, & Ganing, 2015; Supriyo, 2015). As a result, these teachers do not show work motivation and teaching performance that is not optimal in carrying out their duties and obligations as teachers. The mastery level that is not achieved, the error is placed on the non-student teaching staff, which can be seen in the average UAN score. This problem was found in vocational schools, SMK Negeri 1 Sutera, Pesisir Selatan Regency. The average UAN score in the 2018/2019 academic year for the South Coastal District Vocational School, SMK Negeri 1 Sutera received the lowest score of 5.24. As stated by Bloom, if the specified level of mastery is not achieved, the error is placed on non-student teaching staff.
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Students' learning outcomes are used to determine the level of student success, determine graduation, and as teacher feedback about learning according to the educational goals of SMK Negeri 1 Sutera, Pesisir Selatan Regency in particular. Education is said to be of high quality if there is an effective and efficient learning process by involving all educational components such as including learning objectives, teachers, students, learning materials, learning methods, tools, and learning resources (Herayanti, Habibi, & Fuaddunazmi, 2017; Puspitasar, 2018; Widodo & Kartikasari, 2017). Therefore it is necessary to improve the quality of education. Improving the quality of education is determined by the readiness of human resources involved in the education process. One of the factors that affect education quality is the teaching staff or teachers (Surahman & Mukminan, 2017; Walyono, Husamah, & Budi, 2020). It implies that improving the quality of education must start with teachers and other education personnel, in optimizing the teaching performance of teachers, in carrying out their duties and jobs, mobilizing, motivating, inviting, directing, advising, guiding, ordering, prohibiting, and even giving sanctions, and fostering to achieve school performance effectively and efficiently (Cicilia & Nursalim, 2019; Trianingsih, 2016). As formal institutions, schools certainly strive to create competent graduates by making various improvement efforts in all fields. As one of the main components in the learning process, the teacher is expected to create such conditions to learn actively.

One of the government's efforts to improve education quality is by holding and implementing various programs to improve teacher performance quality. The programs held include upgrading for teachers, seminars and workshops, in-service scholarships, and the presence of Subject Teacher Deliberation Groups (MGMP). The existence of this MGMP is expected to improve the quality of the subject teachers. In the MGMP it is also possible to exchange opinions and experiences between subject teachers who can lead to joint problem-solving. Competent teachers will be better able to create an effective, fun learning environment and better manage their classes (Hamalik, 2015; Supriyo, 2015). It means that a large responsibility lies with the teacher as the learning manager in delivering material and overcoming students' boredom with the subject. Teachers must have and develop various competencies as professional and high-performing teachers to improve student learning outcomes.

The teacher is the component that most influences the creation of quality education processes and outcomes. Therefore, any improvement efforts made to improve the quality of education will not make a significant contribution without the support of professional and qualified teachers (Agathi Dian et al., 2015; Suparlan, 2005). The teacher is the key person in the classroom, so that the teacher has a vital and fundamental role in guiding, directing, and educating students in the learning process (Rahmawati, 2018; Weringan, 2015). Teachers' role is very important so that teachers' existence will not be replaced by anyone or anything, even with sophisticated technology. Educational tools and media, infrastructure, multimedia, and technology are only media or tools used as teachers’ companions (Puspitorini, Subali, & Jumadi, 2014; Rosidah, 2016). It is because human elements such as attitudes, systems, values, feelings, motivations, habits, etc., which are expected to be the result of the teaching process, cannot be achieved through tools or technology created by humans to help and facilitate their lives.

Teacher performance in planning and implementing learning is a major factor in achieving teaching goals. The learning process's mastery is very heavy to teachers' duties and responsibilities as teachers and educators (Sarimaya, 2008; Yulianingsih & Sobandi, 2017). Teacher performance is the performance performed by the teacher in carrying out their duties. The quality of teacher performance strongly influences the quality of the teaching and learning process. The quality of teacher performance will greatly determine a lesson's success, which will affect the quality of educational outcomes (Junianto & Wagiran, 2013; Soetjipto & Kosasi, 1994). The teacher is the party who has the most direct contact with students in the education or learning process at school. This attitude is also shown by a sense of responsibility in preparing all teaching equipment before carrying out the learning process, carrying out learning optimally, and carrying out evaluations as well as possible.

This study analyzes SMK Negeri 1 Sutera's performance in the learning planning process, learning implementation, and learning evaluation. It is hoped that the teacher can guide, direct, and educate students in the learning process so that the learning and educational objectives can be maximally achieved.

2. Methods

According to Bogdan and Taylor, the method used in this research is a qualitative approach. Qualitative methods are research procedures that produce descriptive data in written or spoken words from people and observable behavior. This approach is directed towards the setting and the individual in a holistic manner. In this study, what will be observed is teachers' performance in learning at SMK Negeri
1 Sutera, Pesisir Selatan Regency, which includes learning planning, learning process, and learning evaluation. Using qualitative methods, the data obtained will be more complete, deeper, credible, and meaningful to achieve the research objectives. This study uses data collection techniques with in-depth interviews, observation, and documentation. The technique used in analyzing the data is interactive analysis. The interaction of the components of data reduction and data display is carried out simultaneously with the data collection process. After the data is collected, the three components of the analysis (data reduction, data display, conclusion, or verification) interact.

3. Result and Discussion

The study results have shown that the teacher’s performance in lesson planning has been good with a complete learning tool. Learning planning involves selecting, determining, and developing methods based on existing teaching conditions (Fitri, Saparayahuningsih, & Agustriana, 2017; Qasim & Maskiah, 2016). Learning planning answers what questions will be done during the learning process. Learning planning is a decision-making process resulting from thinking rationally about certain learning goals and objectives by utilizing all existing potential and resources (Pratiwi & Rahmah, 2018; Sutarman & Ashi, 2016). Two important points to consider in the planning of learning by every educator. First, preparation in planning learning activities. This activity includes recognizing the conditions surrounding students, understanding students’ characteristics, understanding the learning styles and abilities of students, and having the competence as professional educators. Second, teaching planning activities include developing a syllabus and compiling a Learning Implementation Plan (Khoeriyah & Mawardi, 2018; Wijaya, 2019).

Learning planning is very important because of the guidelines and benchmarks for learning, regarding the importance of learning planning in the learning process, the results of previous research that focused on the suitability of lesson plans and the learning process (Khoeriyah & Mawardi, 2018; Mastra, 2019). In teachers’ professional competence, learning planning performance is one of the things that support the teacher before starting learning. Learning planning is a process indicator that can be objectively used as an indicator to measure teacher performance. Learning planning includes goals, objectives, methods, use of media, and processes. Learning objectives provide direction about the abilities that will be achieved through learning (Sujana, 2019). When compiling a lesson plan, the teacher will: (1) make the syllabus as a guide in designing the lesson plan (RPP), (2) the teacher must have four teacher competencies, especially pedagogical competencies, one of the abilities in developing and compiling lesson plans, and (3) compile a Learning Implementation Plan (RPP) following the applicable curriculum.

Learning planning is the initial function of learning management activities for an active and efficient purpose. Teacher performance in planning planning includes formulating learning objectives, preparing learning materials, learning resources, preparing learning media, planning learning activity scenarios, and planning learning outcome assessments (Mastra, 2019; Sari, 2019). In general, learning planning aims to direct and guide teacher’s and students’ activities in the learning process. The success of a learning process is determined by careful planning. Planning is done well, then half of the success can be achieved. The other half lies in implementation (Fitri et al., 2017; Gafur, 2012). The syllabus is a set of plans and arrangements for implementing learning and assessment, which are arranged systematically containing interrelated components to achieve mastery of basic competencies. The syllabus used by the teacher, the syllabus from the education office, is then developed by the school MGMP or holding workshops tailored to school conditions. The learning objectives to be achieved are adjusted to students and schools' conditions so that each school has different learning objectives. The learning resources used by the teacher are not focused on just one book but also relevant books. Teacher also follow the latest developments and associate with material obtained from electronic media and newspapers. Almost all students themselves have worksheets as handbooks and textbooks are provided at school. The media used by the teacher aims to make it easier to convey material and that students understand the material they are learning. The media to be used is adjusted to school conditions.

The teacher’s main task is to make learning scenarios or lesson plans because RPP is a teaching plan that is realized from students’ learning experiences determined at the stage of determining the learning experience. RPP is a learning activity plan that includes all activities (Wijaya, 2019; Wikanengsih, Nofiyanti, & Permara, 2015). With the RPP, teachers reference teaching to not deviate from the goals to be achieved. The difference is in the core activities that carry out exploration, elaboration, confirmation, followed by face to face, structured assignments, unstructured independent activities. Exploring is an effort to find new information. What needs to be considered in exploration is introducing new material, linking new material with previous material that students have obtained from this material (Meidinanawaty, Widyandana, & Kristina, 2016; Salmiati, 2017). Elaboration is a negotiation to achieve new knowledge that needs to be considered in this elaboration, involving students actively understanding
and interpreting new material in solving problems, linking material with events that will occur. Confirmation is the processing of knowledge into values, attitudes, and behavior. What needs to be considered in confirmation is to encourage students to apply the concepts learned in everyday life and build students’ attitudes and behavior in teaching and learning activities. A. Cycle 1 consists of several stages: (1) Planning, (2) Implementation, (3) Observation and Evaluation, and (4) Reflection. 1. Planning is the first step taken by the author when he will initiate action. In this study, the authors took a plan to take action to provide continuous guidance to teachers to compile a lesson plan (RPP).

The teacher has developed RPP on aspects of syllabus studies, aspects of material identification, aspects of learning objectives, aspects of learning activities, aspects of models, methods and strategies, aspects of assessment, and aspects of time allocation (Cicilia & Nursalim, 2019; Cintia, Kristin, & Anugraheni, 2018). RPP analysis found several shortages of teachers in preparing lesson plans. The deficiency lies in the allocation of time, learning resources, and assessment. The time allocation is not fully stated; only written textbooks were mentioning the book title and publisher only. SMK / MAK teachers in preparing learning tools must pay attention to the distribution of time allocations according to Perdirjen No.7 of 2018 concerning the SMK / MAK curriculum structure.

The research results have shown that the teacher’s performance in the learning process has reached a better direction but still lacks teaching methods. Teacher performance in carrying out the learning process is described into four components, pre-learning, opening lessons, core learning, and closing (Mukhtar, 2015; Yulianingsih & Sobandi, 2017). The teacher opens the lesson before delivering the material. The standard procedure in opening lessons is preceptual such as saying greetings, absent, reminding the previous material with questions and answers then entering the material by conveying the objectives first. The learning process is at the core of the teacher’s overall education process as the main message holder. The learning process is a process that contains a series of actions by teachers and students based on reciprocal relationships that take place in educational situations to achieve certain goals. Teacher performance in the learning process includes; a) opening learning, b) carrying out learning activities, c) methods used in delivering material, d) utilizing sources or media, e) active students in learning (Junianto & Wagran, 2013; Putri & Imaniyati, 2017). The learning method is also adapted to the subject matter provided. The subject matter involving a lot of practice will be dominated by the practicum method to accept the lesson easily. Teachers carry out the development of subject matter in various ways, including providing additional subject matter outside school hours and inviting students to enrich their insights and knowledge from textbooks and take advantage of current technology to enrich information and knowledge. Teachers also care about students’ success, especially those who will end school, by providing national exam questions and answer methods so that students are ready and able to take national exams.

In the core learning activity, some teachers explain what material will be delivered. Teachers make students active in learning. The method used is an attractive teaching method and the media used. The learning method is very important because it delivers information or material to students (Amri, 2018; Puspitasari, 2018). Without a good method, learning will be less successful in achieving learning objectives. The choice of method must be adjusted to the material and also the characteristics of students. At the same time, the media is a means or tool to convey material so that it is easier for students to understand, and the use of media depends on the material to be delivered (Qumillaila, Susanti, & Zulfan, 2017; Sukmanasa, Windiyani, & Novita, 2017). The method used by the teachers of SMK Negeri 1 Sutera, Pesisir Selatan Regency is not only conventional lectures but also uses varied lectures that vary the lecture method with other methods such as question and answer, discussion, and assignments. The lecture method is used to deliver the material. The question and answer method are used to determine the level of understanding of students.

The method provides students opportunities to be more active in learning because after discussion, students will be asked to come forward for presentations (Khoeriyah & Mawardi, 2018). The assignment is an activity for each individual to motivate students to learn. By varying the methods, students do not feel bored with the monotonous impression of the subject matter. Students can also be actively involved in teaching and learning activities. Students are more active with interesting methods, but the teacher’s media will make students more interested in learning (Maqfiroh, Khutobah, & Budyawati, 2020; Yusnia, 2019). The facilities in schools that are often used by students are libraries and the internet. Other means such as LCD or OHP have not been maximized because they are used interchangeably with other subjects. The facilities provided by schools are still very limited, but teachers can make optimal use of them.

The study results show that teacher performance in learning evaluation has been carried out even though it is not perfect. It indicates that teacher performance in managing the learning process can be
used as a predictor of learning outcomes. Teacher competency standards measure educational programs’ achievement, planning of a basic education program including the curriculum and its implementation, procurement and capacity building of teachers, education management, and overall education reform. Teacher performance in evaluating learning includes a) evaluating learning outcomes, b) implementing remedial and enrichment.

There are 3 types of subject assessment, including cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. The cognitive assessment consists of daily tests, independent assignments, structured assignments, and midterm tests. The methods used in the cognitive assessment are objective questions and essays. Psychomotor assessment is a form of assessment of the work of students’ practice. At the same time, affective assessment is seen from students’ attitudes in the following lessons, when students are in discussion or are being asked and answered. Evaluation is carried out if the basic competencies and learning objectives have been achieved and sees students’ readiness in carrying out evaluations and students’ understanding of the subject matter (Triwiyanto, 2015; Yusuf, 2015).

The evaluation stage is the final stage carried out by the teacher at SMK Negeri 1 Sutera, Pesisir Selatan Regency to determine the extent of the ability of students in understanding the subjects that have been given in the learning process in the classroom by giving individual assignments, group assignments and tests to determine the abilities achieved students during class lessons (Nugraha, 2017; Nurkancana & Sunartana, 1992). Individual assignments and group assignments are given to students after learning. The individual task given is to work on the Student Worksheet (LKPD) to remember the material presented. In contrast, the group assignment is given so that students can directly participate in the community. After this group assignment is done, students are asked to discuss a good learning process in front of the class. They have a quality management system, which is supported by professional human resources. From the results, it can also be seen that teachers’ teaching ability has a positive relationship with teacher performance and student learning outcomes and teacher performance and has a positive relationship with student learning outcomes in school. The teacher gives daily tests if the material or goals have been achieved. Daily test in the form of a written test and essay. It is intended to train students to remember the material presented and see each student’s abilities from students’ answers.

Meanwhile, for midterm and end-of-semester tests, an objective test was used, multiple-choice questions. The teacher increases student activity in further learning activities by giving group assignments. Teachers take the time to guide students whose scores have not reached the KKM score and develop teaching materials for further learning activities. Teachers actively consult with parents about the progress and development of potential students.

The teacher implements a follow-up program after conducting an evaluation, remedial (improvement), and enrichment. A remedial program is a special form of teaching given to a person or several students who experience learning difficulties and low scores. An enrichment program is a form of special teaching given to students who are very fast in learning and get high scores. Remedials (improvements) are carried out by repeating evaluations to students who score below the KKM. In preparation for implementation, the teacher must take several remedial actions, including implementing learning difficulties (Lukum & Astin., 2015; Salamah, 2019). The next step in the diagnosis of learning difficulties is to localize the location of learning difficulties. After that, it is only known which students have completed the SKL or not, and the teacher can determine whether there is a remedial. Students who carry out enrichment activities have maximum results, and students also get a new experience in studying the material and developing their knowledge. The enrichment has not been fully implemented due to limited time in the learning process. Enrichments are provided so that students can understand more about the related material. The enrichment given is in the form of questions with a higher level of difficulty or reading material afterward. Enrichment is given as an added value to students. Assignments given are in the form of papers obtained from the internet or newspapers related to the subject matter.

This study has positive implications for improving teacher performance in learning. The creation of good teacher performance will improve the quality of education. In carrying out its role, the teacher must master the learning material but has a good personality, choose suitable methods, models, and learning media to be applied to understand easily and not get bored in the learning process. An increase in teacher performance through educational supervision, including improvements in learning plans, implementing learning, assessing learning achievement, and carrying out follow-up assessments of student learning achievement (Chasanah, 2020). There is a positive influence between teacher work motivation on teacher performance (Sari, 2019). It shows that increasing competence, teacher work motivation and incentives, and teacher performance will also increase.
4. Conclusion

The teacher’s performance in learning planning has met the learning criteria according to the applicable curriculum. The SMK Negeri 1 Sutera teachers have included learning objectives, learning materials and learning resources, learning media, and assessing learning outcomes. The teacher’s performance in implementing learning has been carried out well. Evaluation of learning with remedial and enrichment has been going well. Still, the enrichment was not fully implemented from the curriculum spectrum’s basic competencies due to time constraints.
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